New director at TNRDLS

By Melissa Lowenberg.

The Thompson-Nicola Regional District Library System bid farewell to Library Director Kevin Kierans in September, 2012.

Kevin made a tremendous impact on the TNRDLS during his 25 years of service. Kevin catalogued paperbacks long before it was au courant, built amazing new libraries in our regional communities, and fostered the adoption of new technologies.

In October 2012, the TNRDLS welcomed Marc Saunders of Prince George Public Library fame. Marc brings a statistician’s eye for detail and a passion for digitization. Marc can be reached at msaunders@tnrdlib.ca

Outgoing Director of Libraries Kevin Kierans receives a retirement gift from TNRD Chair Randy Murray. Photo by TNRDLS.

Marc Saunders, new Director of Libraries. Photo by TNRDLS.
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